Inviting Expression of Interest (EOI) in sealed cover for the construction of Vertical Extension of 2 (two) floors beyond existing G+3 Integrated Hostel & Transit Quarter Complex for SNBNCBS at Block-JD, Sector-III, Salt Lake, Kolkata-700098 from experienced, resourceful & reputed PSUs having sound technical & financial capacity, specially in high rise building.

Application / technical information (Design, Estimate etc.) should reach to the Acting Registrar of S.N.Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences, Block-JD, Sector-III, Salt Lake, Kolkata-98, within 21 days after the day of publication.

The approximate cost for additional 2(two) floors shall be around Rs. 2.98 Crores.

Intending agencies or firms may prepare suitable estimate covering all civil, electrical, plumbing, firefighting, arrangement of telephone & LAN, based on site visit & conceptual plan which can be downloaded from the Centre’s website: www.bose.res.in.
The interested agencies or firms will be called for Technical Presentation based on their design or technical bids which will be notified later on.

Acting Registrar
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